Dopping for the slab saw

When discussing dopping we most often are talking about dopping for cabbing or faceting, not
slabbing. A traditional dop is simply a wooden dowel or metal rod that is adhered to the stone so that
it can be better held and controlled in the desired position against the abrasive surface.
Let’s consider cutting those newly collected Kentucky geodes in half. You try to get that bulbous
oval into your slab saw vise jaws and the moment you tighten the vise, squirt, out she shoots Those
saw vise jaws are a bit oily and slickery! If you can even get the stone held in the vise, it is
guaranteed that the cut is not in the center of the geode where you want it to be, the center is
invariably the portion that is held within the vise. Why not apply the age old lapidary concept of
attaching a positioning/control handle to the stone (entire geode in this case) to aid you in cutting it
down the middle or any where you want to place the cut? The dop block is born!
The next challenge is , “How do I adhere that round geode onto a flat dop?”
You simply carve out a bit of the soft wood block to conform to the geode! The simple way to get
this fit is to drill a hole/recess in the dop that reasonably fits and supports the stone in the orientation
that you desire. Once glued together, you have a rectangular surface, the perimeter of the dop block,
that is easy to get a good hold on with your vise whether it be vertical or horizontally closing and can
position the stone for a cut at any point along it’s thickness.
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I do not dop every stone for every cut, but do dop most stones at some point in the slabbing process.
Small, tapered, odd free form or round/oval stones are all good candidates for dopping. Creative dop
blocks let you position the cut where you want it and to fully slab the stone without that wasteful odd
shaped end cut that is left in the vise. Even if I can secure he rough in the vise there is always a
substantial portion that is not slabbed, a big “End Cut”. You simply remove the end cut, clan and dop
then continue cutting the rough completely, no waste.
The Dop block
The simplest form of a slab saw dop is a rectangular
chunk of wood cut with all sides at 90 degrees. Scrap
construction lumber 2x2, 2x3, 2x4, 2x6, 4x4 and 4x6
cut into about 3" lengths on a wood working chop
saw work great as dop blocks. A standard circular
saw or even a hand saw would also suffice as long as
the cut is perpendicular to the length of the block
(unless you intend otherwise for orientation reasons).
Pressure treated lumber is not a good choice for a
dop block as the de-dopping process becomes more
difficult due to the materials resistance to water. The
dop does not have to be as large as the stone but the
more glue surface you have, the better a large stone
has of remaining adhered throughout the slabbing
process. Make sure that the dop selected will fit in
the vise of your saw and that any stone overhanging
the block after glue-up does not drag or will not
impact the saw when the stone/dop is run through
on the saw carriage. Positioning for each saw make
is different. When dopping for my 10" saw I must
hold the bottom of the stone up or flush with the
bottom of the dop other wise it will drag on the shelf
that catches the slab. The shelf and base of the
vise/carriage are at the same level. When dopping for
my 16" saw I can let the stone over hang in any
direction for several inches as the bottom of the vice
is several inches above the slab shelf. This permits
the cutting of a larger diameter stone than if the
stone is set flush with the bottom of the saw vice. By
varying the angle of the cut on the dop, you can
adjust the stone’s position in relation to the saw
blade and cut through the stone at most any angle to
take advantage of the best slabbing orientation for
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directional materials such as tiger eye and labradorite.

Adhesives for slab saw dopping
I learned dopping for the slab saw from an older stone cutter who was liquidating his equipment
before a move to a better climate. Many of his rough stones in the lot had wood blocks adhered to
them and I wondered why? He went into a detailed explanation of slab saw dopping and tips that I
had not ever considered. His dopping adhesive was simple white glue. This is the white glue of 40
years ago not the school glue we have access to today and is not suitable for slab saw dopping.
Currently, I use a two part 5 minute epoxy for slab
saw dopping and let the glue up cure overnight at
a minimum for almost 24 hours. The adhesive is
available in most home centers in several size
packaging. If you dop occasionally there is a
convenient syringe dispenser that aides in ensuring
the common 1 to 1 ratio of the adhesive parts. I use
an 8 oz kit (2 - 4oz bottles) I dop quite a few
stones a week. I tape the two bottles together but
dispense individually to prevent cross
contamination of the parts. Mixing is performed on
a UHMW mixing pad with a cheap kabob skewer
as a mixing stick.
Basic dopping procedure
Orientation/position of the stone on the dop
I prefer to dop/glue to the end grain of the wood block rather than the face grain as this orientation
takes advantage of the capillary action of the wood in the de-dop soak to quickly get water to the
entire glue surface and speeds the de-dopping process. Make a dry run when positioning the stone
on the dop, taking the time to mark the location by drawing the profile of the stone onto the dop for
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reference with a pencil. The dry run allows you to decide on the best orientation and position of the
stone for the desired cut without the 5 minute time limit that you have after the epoxy is mixed.
When positioning the stone, it is best if the trailing edge of the stone (portion of the stone to exit the
saw last) is solidly adhered to the dop block and not overhanging the dop. This positioning limits
stresses on the stone and break out upon the saw blades’s exit. I often rotate the stone so that the
trailing edge of the stone is best curved to match the shape of the saw blade i.e. any curve of the
stone is relatively concentric with the edge of the blade. This is also a tip that aides in limiting break
out. In all cases, before you mix the adhesive, make sure that the stone as pre-positioned on the dop
will fit in the saw and vice without conflict.
Adhesive preparation
To ensure a good bond, the surface of the stone must be clean, dry and free of dust and oils.
Remember, you probably cut he bonding surface in an oil cooled saw! So, the oily stone I needs
cleaned. To remove the oil residue from the bonding face of the stone, clean with hot tap water and
Dawn dish soap. A final cleaning is performed with 70% isopropyl alcohol applied to a clean cloth
or paper towel rubbing vigorously clean the bonding surface of the stone. After the alcohol drys, you
are ready to mix the adhesive. Mix the two part epoxy on a UHMW plastic mixing pad, waxed paper
or other small bit of clean plastic with a dowel or kabob skewer. Adhere to the epoxy component
proportions listed in the adhesive manufacturer’s instructions or the bond will be weak and may pop
during the slabbing process. Most often the mix ratio is one to one for hardware store 5 minute epoxy
products. Some high performance epoxy systems such as West Systems may vary to conserve
hardener. After thoroughly mixed, apply the epoxy evenly to the stone face (not the block face) with
your mixing stick. Avoid getting any epoxy in any druzy pockets that may be present on the stone’s
bonding surface. Digging set epoxy out of druzy is not an enjoyable task. Reposition the stone onto
the dop at the outline you marked during the dry run, seating the stone with gentle pressure and a
wiggling motion. There should be a small amount of glue squeeze out around the perimeter of the
stone. Set the stone aside on a level surface where it will not be disturbed or vibrated (saw
vibrations) as it cures. If the surface is not level with the glue plane, the stone is likely to slide out
of position. Never apply the two parts of epoxy directly to the stone and mix on the stone! This often
leaves an unmixed layer of epoxy on the stone surface that will not catalyze properly and result in
a glue joint with significantly reduced bond strength. After the adhesive cures, test the bond. I do this
vigorously, as I would rather re-dop a stone than buy a new saw blade. A poor bond for what ever
reason, is a recipe for a UFO (Unintended Flying Object), and an irreparably damaged saw blade.
Dop Block Variations
I have developed a series of 3 levels of complexity for dop block fabrication that I use for pricing
purposes. The levels roughly represent the degree of difficulty in fabricating the block. That
difficulty relates directly to the time involved in fabricating the block as well as the time involved
in de-doping the stone. De-doping od a more complicated dop block takes significantly more time
than a simple level I block which takes a significant procedure in itself. (see de-dopping)
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Level 1 dop block - Is simply a rectangular wood block with a square or
angled cut that is used to dop a stone that has a flat or almost flat
surface already present. This is most often a stone that I was able to
get chucked in the vice in a reasonable orientation with no assistance
for the initial cut. That first cut leaves two halves/sections of the
original stone that each conveniently have a flat surface that can then
be dopped to a Level I dop block for cutting into parallel slabs.

Level II dop block -A bit more work but
still a fairly simple fabrication, a
recess or series of recesses is
drilled into the block to a depth
and diameter to accommodate a
convex portion of the stone. The
recess effectively increases the
surface gluing area and also
provides a bit of mechanical
resistance as the stone is partially
captured by the block. One simple
drill hole may not conform well to
the stone so the recess is often two
or more overlapping holes cut to
varying depths in the dop block. If
a high point or ridge is preventing
the stone from seating well into
the recess, remove a portion of
wood at the nigh point with a
chiseled groove or two at any high
points. If the recess is over cut,
glue a small wedge into the space
to increase the bonding area. The
goal is to get as much of the stone
in contact with the edge of the
recess as reasonably possible. The
contact perimeter between the
stone and the block recess is where we apply the glue. You do not have to make a perfect fit
between the stone and block. If you have some gaps in sections of the contact area, simply
fill a portion of the gap with a small wooden shim/wedge glued into place.
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Level III dop block - More complicated than the Level II,
the Level III dop block is a compound or
assembled dop comprised of more than one piece of
wood that are screwed together before the stone is
glued into the recess. Typically, the Level II dop is
composed of a face block and a shank block. The
face block has the recess cut into it and the shank is
the portion that is sized to fit into the saw vice. The
shank can be positioned on the face block to best fit
the completed assembly, Dop block and stone, into
the saw. In concept, Level III block is sort of like the
tooling down of a large diameter drill bit shank to fit
in a smaller drill chuck. Level III dopping permits
you to cut stones than may not otherwise fit in the
saw’s vice but will still safely be accommodated by
the saw’s capacity.
De-dopping
Level I blocks - Often you can simply set the stone and dop
in a container of water (starting out as warm tap water) and
eventually the epoxy will soften and release its bond. The
process can take several hours to over a week. The larger
the adhered surface and the thicker the remaining layer of
dop wood is, the longer the de-dopping process takes. To
accelerate the process we need to get water to as much of
the bond surface as possible. To accomplish this, cut the
dop block as close as possible to the stone with a band saw
retaining only the thinnest strip of wood adhered to the
stone. Due to the expansion of the wood, even thin wood if there are any fractures in the remaining
stone, they will crack during de-dopping. Do not try to reuse a dop block after it has been in an oil
saw! The block will absorb enough oil that bonding another stone to it is very risky as best.
Level II and III blocks - De-dopping when the stone is recessed is a bit more difficult, the de-dop
process involves long soak times and/or a bath in near boiling water. If the stone is fractured in any
way, the stone is likely to the break at the weak points during the de-dopping process. I often
employ a stout knife blade and/or old wood chisels to cut and chisel away at the epoxy adhesive and
wood that is softened by the hot or cold water bath. Remember, DO NOT use marine epoxy to dop
or de-dopping your stone will become a night mare!
Happy Slabbing
Steve
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